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(1) Production 

Despite some gaps between industrial sectors, production in manufacturing industries had been gradually 

recovering from the negative impacts of the Lehman Shock, however the Great East Japan Earthquake has 

impacted the trend negatively. In particular, the transport machinery industry has suffered a record-setting 

production drop, but at present exhibits a trend towards recovery.(Chart 1-1). 

 

(2) Globalization 

As for Forex rate, the Japanese yen is getting stronger at a quicker pace than previously anticipated by exporting 

firms (Chart 1-2). 

Through overseas business expansion, corporations are making a decreased percentage of their profits in North 

America and Europe, but are earning increased profits in emerging markets, such as Asia (Chart 1-3). 

 

(3) Capital investment 

Overseas capital investment exhibits an upward trend as a percentage of overall capital investment (Chart 1-4).  

As overseas investment is exceeding domestic investment in some industries, such as the automobile industry, it is 

becoming clear that corporations are putting more emphasis on overseas markets, backed by stronger demand in 

emerging economies. 

 

(4) Employment   

Unemployment rate (seasonally adjusted) has been showing a downward trend after hitting a record high of 5.5% in 

July, 2009. Active jobs-to-applicants ratio (seasonally adjusted) is demonstrating a gradual upward trend having 

reached 0.66 in August 2011 after hitting a record low at 0.43 in August 2009. However, the employment situation 

still remains quite severe (Chart 1-5). 

More and more corporations, mainly manufacturers, reported a rapidly growing feeling of excessive employment in 

the first half of 2009, but the feeling gradually subsided after that point. However, it is becoming stronger again in 

the second quarter of 2011. 

The proportion of establishments that had implemented some form of employment adjustment was nearly 50% in 

the second quarter in 2009. In particular, the proportion decreased after recording 70% in manufacturing industries. 

However, the trend is reversing in 2011 (Chart 1-6). 

In addition, a sharp rise in yen value will likely accelerate overseas production transfers in materials/parts industries, 

which play core roles in supply chains, leading to the loss of domestic job opportunities in manufacturing industries. 

For this reason, the government needs to quickly take employment-security actions. 

In line with the ―2011 Employment Strategy: Basic Policy‖ drafted by the government, and in the FY 2011 budget 

and some other policy actions, the government is pushing ahead with comprehensive employment/labor policies by 

expanding employment/labor-related supportive measures under the three policy pillars of ―connecting,‖ ―creating,‖ 

and ―protecting‖ job opportunities. 

To promote employment support and job creation  for the disaster victims of the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11, 

2011, the government has set up the  ―Conference on promotion of employment support and job creation for the disaster 

victims‖, and formulates the overall countermeasures across the ministries and strongly pushes ahead with the measures.  

   On April 5, 2011, the government decided its basic guidelines ―to support the disaster victims’ employment and living by Japan 

becoming one,‖ and named the overall project as ―’Japan as One' Work Project‖. In line with this basic guidelines, the 

government is taking various policy actions by sorting them out as Phase 1, (defined as tentative emergency overall 

countermeasures), as well as Phase 2 (comprehensive countermeasures through supplementary budgets and new legislation).   

Chapter 1: Status of Manufacturing Industries in Japan in Correlation with 

Changes in Domestic and Overseas Economies 
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[Chart 1-1: Trend of industrial production indexes  
                                       (manufacturing industries)] 

[Chart 1-4: Overseas/domestic capital investment ratio] 

[Chart 1-2: Trend of Forex rate assumption of exporting 
firms] 

[Chart 1-3: Trend of regional current profit of  
 Japanese firm’s overseas subsidiaries  
 (manufacturing industry)] 

October 2011 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) 

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) 

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,  
Science and Technology (MEXT) 

Summary of the White Paper on Manufacturing Industries (Monodzukuri) 2011 

Source: METI, ―Industrial Production Index‖ 

Source: Bank of Japan, ―Short-term Economic Survey of Enterprises 

in Japan (Tankan)‖ 

Source: METI, ―Survey of Overseas Business Activities‖ 

Remarks: Overseas/domestic capital investment ratio = (consolidated overseas 

capital investment / consolidated domestic capital investment) * 100; 

if overseas investment exceeds domestic investment, this ratio will 

rise further than 100%. 

[Chart 1-5: Trend of total unemployment rate and active 
jobs-to-applicants ratio] 

[Chart 1-6: Trend of the proportion of establishments 
that implemented employment adjustments] 

Source: Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, ―Labour Force Survey,‖ and 

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, ―Employment Statistics‖ 

Source: Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, 

―Survey on Labour Economy Trend‖ 

Remarks:  Data are plotted with the seasonally adjusted production index 

in October 2007 (i.e., business cycle peak) standing at 100. 

Source: Development Bank of Japan, ―Survey on Planned Capital Spending 

for FY 2010, FY 2011, and FY 2012‖ 
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(1) Early recovery from earthquake damage through corporate 
collaborations 
 Automakers and electronic manufacturers sent up to 2,500 workers a 
day to help. Recovery from earthquake damage is achieved much earlier 
than the initial schedule (Renesas Electronics Corporation). 
(2) Electricity-saving by shifting nonworking days 
 Automobile manufacturers work together to shift their nonworking days 
to weekdays in order to reduce peak-time electricity consumption. 
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(1) Manufacturing industries in Japan are facing structural changes in the global economy 

Japan’s manufacturing industries are facing a severe business environment, including a stronger yen and delays in 

economic partnership agreements. 

On the other hand, while the resources environment is getting more constrained, i.e. increased difficulty in rare earth 

availability, Japan’s international competitive edge is diminishing, as emerging economies enhance their production 

capabilities under their industrial development policies. 

 

(2) Trend of Japan’s manufacturing industries after the Great East Japan Earthquake 

<Recovery from damage due to the Great East Japan Earthquake> 

The Great East Japan Earthquake has caused significant damage to manufacturing industries in the Tohoku and Kanto 

areas. Disruption of parts/materials supply has posed extensive negative impacts on supply chains at home and abroad. 

Since many firms do not fully understand the supply chains they belong to (Chart 2-1), negative impacts have spread 

further. 

The nuclear power station accident has revealed the limited availability of electric power supply and has also eroded the 

trust in the ―high quality‖ and ―safe‖ image of Japanese brands (Chart 2-2). It has also had negative impacts on manpower 

supply, because many foreign workers have returned to their home nations. 

Supply chains are recovering at a quicker pace than anticipated, backed by exhausting efforts at production sites, 

collaborations among companies, and cross-industrial electricity-saving efforts (Chart 2-3). 

On the other hand, the business environment is deteriorating further; known as the ―six simultaneous troubles.‖ Anxiety 

about electric power supply, rapid strengthening of the yen and other factors have resulted in stronger corporate intentions 

to shift production overseas, possibly leading to further hollowing-out of industry (Charts 2-4 and 2-5). 

<Pushing ahead with the New Growth Strategy, and enhancing the global competitive edge under the stronger yen> 

To make Japan’s manufacturing industries continue serving as a driving force in the world, it remains important to 

maintain/enhance domestic manufacturing capabilities, which will yield a competitive edge, through active investment and 

employment policies. 

To convert Japan’s strengths into earnings, it is important to capture the global market through active overseas investment. 

It is necessary to make use of investment returns in Japan’s recovery from earthquake damage or Japan’s further growth. 

The government will strive to provide a smoother environment for international business operations and achieve the New 

Growth Strategy through policy actions, such as stabilizing electricity supply, cutting corporate tax, providing support for 

increased domestic plants, and entering into economic partnerships (Chart 2-6). It will also push ahead with technical 

assistance related with resource-saving and energy-saving technologies for rare earth, etc. In addition, it will make use of 

the recent stronger yen to address limited resource availability through acquiring resource interests and supporting M&A of 

overseas firms. 

 

(3) Maintaining/enhancing Japan’s manufacturing capabilities 

As overseas transfers of core technologies progress, a lot of cases of technological outflow are also emerging.  

On the other hand, domestic bases are playing more advanced roles than in the past. Some firms are keeping their 

competitive edge through staying active in their investment and employment (Charts 2-7 and 2-8). 

As revealed by the Great East Japan Earthquake, Japan controls core portions of supply chains (Chart 2-9).  

To firmly maintain control of next-generation industries, it is important to strengthen core production capabilities mainly for 

advanced parts/materials. 

From the lessons learned from the Great East Japan Earthquake, it is necessary to establish robust and highly efficient 

supply chains capable of addressing possible risks if Japan wants to keep its competitive edge in the global market. 

 

(4) Japanese manufacturing industries aim to gain value-added share in the global market 

Japanese firms tend to compete with each other in the global market. They might be also working on inefficient R&D 

projects overlapping with other firms. Acquiring a certain corporate size through company reorganization is necessary for 

gaining a competitive advantage. 

It is necessary to convert Japan’s unique culture into ―Cool Japan‖ businesses and to enhance traditionally weak 

planning/marketing/sales efforts by making use of M&A (Chart 2-10). 

It is important to bring back outcomes of overseas business expansion as business resources to enhance the competitive 

edge of domestic production bases (Chart 2-11). 

(1) Returning manufacturing capabilities 
 By bringing the low-cost production know-how established at plants in 
emerging economies back to domestic plants, Denso Corporation has 
enhanced the competitive edge of its domestic plants. 
(2) Returning manufacturing earnings 
 By bringing overseas earnings to domestic plants as cash dividend in 
principle back, Aisan Industry is working on state-of-the-art R&D activities 
at home. 
(3) Returning manufacturing-related brands 
 Makino Milling Machines creates prospective customers for domestically 
produced high spec products by manufacturing/selling entry products in 
overseas markets. 

Chapter 2: Challenges and Prospects Facing Japan’s Monodzukuri Industries 
- The reconstruction of the business strategy of Manufacturing Industries in Japan which fights against the 

change of International Manufacturing structure and the crisis after the Great East Japan Earthquake - 

[Chart 2-3: Examples of actions - earthquake damage] 

[Chart 2-10: Weak points in emerging economy markets] 

[Chart 2-11: Returning outcomes of overseas business 
expansion to domestic operations] 

[Chart 2-4: Possibility of supply chain’s overseas transfer  

                             due to earthquake damage] 

Source: METI data (January 2011) 

Source: METI data (May 2011) 

 The high-performance catalyst-use zirconium compound is important to 
satisfy the requirements of automobile emission control. Daiichi Kigenso 
Kagaku Kogyo Co., Ltd. controls 50% of the world market share of 
zirconium compound, aided by highly advanced rare earth processing 
technologies at domestic plants. 
 High capacity negative-electrode materials are necessary for improving 
the performance of lithium ion batteries. Hitachi Chemical controls 45% of 
the market share by developing unique negative-electrode-use artificial 
graphite production technologies. 

[Chart 2-9: Core of supply chain] 

[Chart 2-6: Improvement in business environment] 

 Examples of TPP outcomes that Japan should seek 
(1) Eliminating tariffs 
- Passenger car (bound for the US): 2.5%; construction machinery 
(bound for Australia): 5%, etc. 
(2) Creating fair rules 
- No discrimination in government procurement for domestic and 
foreign suppliers, prohibiting technical transfer requirements, 
enhancing intellectual property protection schemes, prohibiting 
government intervention into license agreements, etc. 
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[Chart 2-7: Important roles of domestic bases]  

 Cutting down the corporate effective tax rate by 5% 
- The cabinet has decided to cut the corporate effective tax rate by 5%, 
aiming to enhance Japan’s competitive edge as a business location 
and prevent overseas outflow of core production bases. Corporations 
have expressed their intention to make use of the corporate effective 
tax rate cut for ―expanding domestic investment and creating job 
opportunities at home.‖ 

(1) Domestic investment and consensus-building are creating a 
competitive edge 
 Paying due attention to consensus-building with downstream firms, 
Kureha Corporation is engaging in capital investment from medium- and 
long-term perspectives. It controls 70% of the world market share of 
binders for lithium ion batteries. The company is keeping its mother lines at 
domestic plants because know-how is concentrated in the mother lines.  
(2) High-quality employment is supporting the manufacturing site  
 Finished works by skilled mechanics are increasing accuracy and 
durability. Nakashimada Engineering Works, Ltd. controls 50% of the world 
market share of header-former.  
(3) Production process innovations  
 By ―visualizing‖ operator’s know-how, Daicel Chemical Industries, Ltd. 
has improved its business practices and established innovative production 
approaches, which have spread out to competitors at home. 

[Chart 2-8: Manufacturing in the domestic market] 

[Chart 2-5: Impacts of the stronger yen on overseas transfers] 

Source: METI data (January 2011) 

[Chart 2-2: Evaluation of Japan brands] 

Source: Data of Interbrand Japan (May 2011) 

[Chart 2-1: How much corporations  
                   understand their supply chain  
                                            (their suppliers)] 

 Source: METI data  

(January 2011) 
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(n = 432) 

Source: METI, ―Survey concerning the impact of the current strong yen on industry 

(Large manufacturers)‖ 

Remarks: These are possible actions if stronger yen as of August 2011 

(approximately ¥76/$1) continues for longer than half a year. 
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[Chart 3-1: Basic stance on recruiting full-time engineers 
for the past three years (on the basis of corporate size)] 

[Chart 3-2: Concepts for recruiting/hiring full-time engineers 
for the past three years (on the basis of corporate size)] 

[Chart 3-3: Corporate efforts for fostering and developing abilities of 
full-time engineers (on the basis of corporate size)] 

[Chart 3-4: Are you successful in fostering and 
developing the abilities of young full-time engineers  
(on the basis of corporate size)?] 

[Chart 3-5: Reasons you are unsuccessful in fostering and 
developing the abilities of young full-time engineers  
(on the basis of corporate size)] 

Chapter 3: Fostering Human Resources that Will Play Important Roles in 

Monodzukuri Industries in Japan 

[Chart 3-6: 2010 National Skills Competition] 

Competition  

(for precision machineries assembly operations) 

(1) Current status of securing/fostering, or developing abilities of, younger human resources that will play 

important roles in the future 

When looking at how companies are hiring younger full-time engineers, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) tend to 

put more emphasis on mid-career recruiting than large corporations, rather than hire new graduates. SMEs are less 

satisfied with both the quantity and quality of newly employed than large corporations (Charts 3-1 and 3-2). 

SMEs are weaker in developing manuals/plans for fostering and developing the abilities of young full-time engineers 

than large corporations. They are also weaker in off-site projects, such as ―Off the job training including training 

sessions‖ or ―Support for self-development activities.‖ (Chart 3-3) 

A lot of firms take a positive stance that their human resource development and capacity development programs are 

―proceeding successfully‖ (Chart 3-4). On the other hand, many companies point out that their human resource 

development and capacity development programs are unsuccessful because ―they don’t have enough middle-ranking 

workers responsible for human resource development‖ or ―they have insufficient know-how on effective educational 

training programs.‖ (Chart 3-5) 

 

(2) Problems and possible solutions in recruiting young workers, fostering field-level workers, and developing 

workers’ abilities at SMEs 

It is important to share information among local high school students, university students, and SMEs. It is also important 

to take the following actions: (1) Provide information and counseling services by Job supporters Hello Work; (2) hold job-

placement interview sessions for local SMEs; and (3) actively push ahead with matching-related programs, including trial 

employment or utilization of internships. 

To enhance/expand on-site fosterage and human resource development capabilities and push ahead with Off the job 

training programs, it is increasingly important to provide SMEs with further information on and to encourage them to 

employ the following projects: (1) ―Workers’ training programs, such as custom-made practices in manufacturing 

industries‖ or ―instructor dispatching support services,‖ provided by public vocational training facilities; (2) providing 

support, including educational/training curriculum development/delivery services, to corporations intending to launch new 

businesses; and (3) ―career development promotion subsidy,‖ which grants subsidies to finance Off the job training costs. 

To accurately conduct mid-career recruiting or promote part-timers to full-time workers, it is significantly important to 

conduct and utilize job performance evaluations for each employee. It is important to encourage corporations to deeply 

recognize/understand and actively utilize the following programs: (1) qualification programs, such as ―National trade skill 

tests‖; (2) ―Vocational capability evaluation standard,‖ which organize necessary occupational skills/knowledge for each 

industry; and (3) ―Job-Card‖ system, which keeps track of human resource fosterage and capacity development efforts 

for each staff member. 

 

(3) Human Resources Development Policies for fostering human resources that will play important roles in 

Monodzukuri industries in the future 

Monodzukuri industries are facing a significantly severe environment owing to the Great East Japan Earthquake, 

uncertain electric power supply, and rapidly strengthening yen. For further development of Monodzukuri industries, 

Japan’s core industries, it is becoming more necessary to foster Monodzukuri human resources than in the past. For this 

reason, public vocational training facilities in affected areas of the Great East Japan Earthquake are working on 

fostering/securing human resources related with recovery/reconstruction support projects and will enhance these efforts 

further in the future. In addition, the government will actively push ahead with the following human resources 

development projects. 

Fostering Monodzukuri workers 

1) Public vocational training facilities will provide a wide variety of advanced vocational training programs to keep pace 

with innovation. 

2) They will also support career formation by subsidizing companies that provide vocational training in order to 

encourage a renewed focus on career consulting services and career advancement of their workers. 

National trade skill tests (for 136 job categories as of April 1, 2011) or other skill competence assessment programs 

Enhancing national capabilities to become a manufacturing-based nation 

1) Fostering a skill-oriented mindset by making honorable recognition of prominent craftsmen (great craftsmen in the 

present world) 

2) Promoting occupational skills by holding the National Skills Competition and other skill championships (Chart 3-6) 

3) Transferring occupational skills to younger generations by dispatching skilled engineers to technical high schools or 

SMEs to give instruction on practical skills. 
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44.6 

56.5 

52.3 

59.1 

20.2 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 

Task-test based training based on incremental increases in difficulty

Fostering our young engineers by using operation standard documents and 
job procedures

Proceeding with OJT in line with our plans by designating the instructors

Encouraging them to make improvements/suggestions at the workplace

Making them experience major tasks that they are mainly responsible for as 
well as other related tasks on a rotational basis.

Supplemental training, such as training sessions (Off the job training 
sessions away from the workplace)

Supporting self-development activities (spontaneously developing/improving 
occupational skills, such as studying in correspondence courses, purchasing 

textbooks, participating in seminars)

Small group activities or other activities, such as QC group, at the workplace

Making them venture on new tasks

Not providing any project as listed in 1 to 9 above

No response

SMEs Large corporations



The government will take the following actions to foster human resources that will support Japan’s manufacturing 

industries. To reconstruct schools affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake, necessary expenses are posted in the 

FY 2011 First Supplementary Budget. It is also important to foster human resources working on Monodzukuri processes 

in fashion, content, design, and food businesses and intellectual property protection fields. 
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[Chart 4-3: Group discussions at the ―Expert Human 
Resources Basic Education Promotion Program  
(Asano Institute of Technology (in Yokohama))‖] 

[Chart 4-2: KOSEN Robot Contest (Robo-con)] 

[Chart 4-4: Bird’s-eye view of the XFEL facility ―SACLA‖] 

Source: MEXT data 

[Chart 4-1: Number of new graduates successfully finding a job 
(by job category) (in FY 2009)] 

Source: MEXT: School Basic Survey 

(1) Roles of universities (engineering), colleges of technology, specialized high schools, and specialized training 
colleges in fostering manufacturing human resources (Chart 4-1) 

Universities (engineering) are providing practical engineering education in collaboration with the industrial world. 

MEXT is pushing ahead with practical engineering education by compiling its report on practical engineer training 

programs in FY 2010. 

Colleges of technology provide experience-oriented specialized education with a focus on experiments and practical 

training sessions (Chart 4-2). They are also pushing ahead with improving curriculum and educational methods by 

enhancing long-term internships and extracurricular activities. 

To foster promising professionals that will serve in Monodzukuri industries, specialized high schools are working on 

unique projects for fostering future specialists in collaboration with universities or research institutes, as well as 

practical projects, such as developing Monodzukuri human resources fosterage programs in cooperation with local 

industrial world. 

Specialized training colleges are fostering the knowledge/skills necessary for mid-level engineers in rapidly 

advancing fields as well as providing academic-industry collaborative practical human resources development 

projects to teach the basics for advanced/expert human resources (Chart 4-3). They are also planning to foster 

experts serving for recovery/reconstruction from the Great East Japan Earthquake. 

(2) Educational/cultural capacity for fostering Monodzukuri human resources 

The Education Ministry’s new school curriculum guidelines will be focused on manufacturing sectors, improve the 

quality of technology and homemaking classes, and comprehensively push ahead with enhancing science/math 

education that will underpin science and technology. 

In January 2011, the Central Council for Education prepared its report on ―Appropriate Career Education and 

Vocational Education at Future Schools,‖ suggesting specific approaches for pushing ahead with systematic career 

education across all school phases and putting emphasis on practical vocational education. 

The National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation has been providing more exhibitions or other 

opportunities for visitors to actually get the feel of advanced manufacturing technologies first-hand. The National 

Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo, is also holding exhibitions and providing educational support through 

exhibitions on R&D in aerospace technologies. 

Manufacturing traditions should be handed over to future generations by fostering successors of important intangible 

cultural properties and selected conservation techniques. 

In order to achieve innovation based on Monodzukuri, researchers are developing advanced measurement and 

analysis technologies/equipment (high-pressure, constant-pressure adsorption measuring equipment) and highly 

accurate simulation technologies (user interfaces serving as a common base) in FY 2010. 

The government is pushing ahead with R&D on fundamental Monodzukuri technologies, such as development and 

promotion of public utilization of cutting-edge large R&D facilities (completing enhancement of the X-ray free electron 

laser (XFEL) facility ―SACLA‖ (Chart 4-4) and partial startup of the next-generation supercomputer ―K computer‖). 

(3) Research and development of Monodzukuri fundamental technologies 

(4) Promotion of research and development based on collaboration between the government, industry, and 

academia 

To encourage practical applications of a university’s research outcomes, the government will support the 

university’s intellectual property activities technically, and institute tax breaks for research expenditures. 

It will also enhance its projects for strategically creating/managing/utilizing university-level research outcomes and 

provide support to the university’s industry-academia-government projects through industry-academia-government 

cooperation coordinators. 

The government is working on cluster formation projects in which universities play core roles in R&D efforts in line 

with corporate needs and utilize such R&D outcomes for upgrading local industries, developing new products, or 

improving existing services. In FY 2010, the government launched a new project, ― Project for Developing Innovation 

Systems (Regional Innovation Cluster Program),‖ aiming to enhance systematic collaboration between local 

communities and universities. (Chart 4-5) 

High schools 

(engineering-

related 

departments) 

Colleges of 

technology 

University 

(engineering-

related 

departments) 

Number employed 48,154 5,219 42,328 

Number of workers serving 

for production process and 

labor services 34,967 17 269 

Number of workers serving 

for professional or highly-

technical tasks 5,326 4,773 31,488 

Percentage of workers 

serving in production 

process and labor services 72.5% 0.3% 0.6% 

Percentage of workers 

serving in professional or 

highly-technical tasks 11.1% 91.5% 74.4% 

[Chart 4-5: Locations of the FY 2010 Regional Innovation Cluster Program (urban-area-type)] 

Chiba/Tokatsu area 
Developing/Commercializing next-generation antibody 

drug discovery systems and diagnostic-use devices that 

employ cutting-edge regional technologies 

Western Tono area 

Tokachi area 
Forming new bio cluster by commercializing 

newly developed advanced technologies that 

provide food functionality and safety 

Fukui/Wakasa area 
Creating new industries by 

making use of nuclear and 

energy-related technologies 

Mutsu Ogawara/Hachinohe area 
Developing high-performance, highly efficient 

optical elements to which next-generation flat 

panel display-related technologies are applied 

 Miyazaki oceanfront area 
Creating aquatic resources-based 

technologies that will underpin a healthy, 

safe,  long-living society 

 Okinawa Coastal area 
Creating marine bio-industries making use of 

diversified subtropical marine resources in 

Okinawa Prefecture, and forming brands for 

seaweed produced in Okinawa 

 Mie/Ise Gulf Coast are 
Developing next-generation, total solid 

polymer lithium secondary batteries and 

deploying them for bringing about 

advanced materials innovations 

Kansai Science City  

and neighboring areas 

Developing ubiquitous bioinstrumentation 

healthcare devices/systems 

 Hiroshima area 
Creating a health industry by developing preventive, 

diagnostic, and drug discovery support technologies 

that make use of biofunctions 

Takamatsu area 

Creating health bio-industries 

making use of characteristics 

of carbohydrate capabilities 

Nagasaki area 
Developing human-friendly preventive 

home care systems that make use of 

noninvasive sensing technologies 

Kazusa/Chiba area 
Forming a government-industry-academia collaborative 

cluster to overcome immunologic/allergy diseases 

based on cutting-edge genomic analysis technologies 

Southern Gifu area 
Developing advanced medical equipment that 

makes use of manufacturing technologies and IT 

Tsuruoka/Shonai area 
Establishing functional evaluation systems and 

creating a high-performance food industry cluster 

that leverages home-grown agricultural products 

Middle and Northern Ishikawa area 
Establishing leading-edge fermentation systems 

learned from local traditional fermented foods, 

and developing new high-functional foods 

Middle and North  

Wakayama Prefecture area 
Developing new functional foods and materials 

employing Wakayama’s signature agricultural 

products—―fruits‖—and unique technologies 

Shinjiko/Nakaumi area 
Creating new industries with next-generation lighting 

devices and new energy-related technologies 

employing environment-friendly materials 

Ehime Prefecture Nan’yo area 
Creating Japanese-style sustainable 

aqua-farming technologies  

from Ehime Prefecture 

Fukuoka/Tsukushi area 
Forming high-performance automobile 

parts R&D bases that employ nano-

structure control materials 

* Adopted owing to the priority 

support quota 

Development: 13 locations 

General: 10 locations 

Saitama/Ken-O area * 
Forming a bio manufacturing cluster that centers 

on high-speed molecular evolution technologies 

Hirosaki area * 
Creating the Tsugaru health and beauty 

industrial cluster centering on 

Proteoglycan 

Yonago/Sakaiminato area * 
Forming chromosome engineering R&D bases that 

will serve for creating new drugs and developing 

food functionality evaluation model animals 

Creating new ,environment-

friendly, ceramics industries 


